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Etiology of obstructive sleep apnea—the number of nerve
fibers at the base of the uvula seems important
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The majority of patients receiving overnight recording in a
sleep disorders center suffer from obstructive sleep apnea
(OSA). The main pathophysiological mechanism of OSA is
pharyngeal airway obstruction. This leads to increased
airway resistance and impaired airflow, so that respiratory
effort related arousals, obstructive hypopneas, and apneas
occur. It is widely accepted that airway obstruction is due to
anatomical as well as functional narrowing of the pharynx
while asleep.

Standard treatment is nasal ventilation with continuous
positive airway pressure (CPAP) splinting the airway. It
passively opens the upper airway whatever might be the
site, the pattern, and the etiology of pharyngeal collapse.
Therefore, CPAP reliably eliminates OSA in all patients, if
accepted during sleep. The same efficacy is only found after
tracheostomy which bypasses the collapsible segment
enabling regular breathing via the tracheostomy cannula.
All other treatment modalities such as positional therapy,
weight loss, mandibular advancement devices, or airway
surgery only work in selected patients. High success rates
are only found if clear anatomical malformations obstruct
the airway which can be relieved by interventions as
mentioned above. In most children hyperplastic adenoids
and tonsils as well as retrognathia and/or a narrow maxilla
can be made responsible for OSA. Surgical and/or
orthodontic treatment is highly effective. In most adults
with OSA, anatomical abnormalities cannot be found
pointing towards the greater impact of functional aspects
of upper airway obstruction in this age group.

Why are some adults able to maintain their airway patent
during sleep but others are not? More than 10 years ago,
first studies showed that patients with OSA as well as
snorers had increased vibration thresholds and two-point
discriminations. Pharyngeal muscle biopsies showed pat-
terns of neurogenic muscle lesions. Both aspects indicated
that afferent as well as efferent nerves might be damaged in
snoring and OSA. In contrast to this palatal specimen of
OSA, patients showed signs of chronic inflammation. It
was hypothesized that snoring caused repetitive microtraumas
causing connective tissue disruption and inflammation as well
as nerve fiber degradation.

Yet, the results did not give an answer to the question:
Which came first, chicken or egg, snoring or nerve fiber
lesion? The answer to this question would have a relevant
impact on strategies to prevent the development of OSA.

So far many sleep specialists consider consequent
treatment and elimination of snoring in children being
highly important in order to avoid microtraumas and
interrupt the beginning of the vicious cycle. This idea
supports surgery in children mildly snoring. Is the concept
proven enough to justify the surgical risk?

In this issue of Sleep and Breathing, De Bellis and Pagni
add important information to this question. They compared
the number of nerve fibers in the base of uvulas of adult
OSA patients to nonsnoring control subjects according to
questionnaires using an immunohistochemical and histo-
morphometric method. Their case–control study showed a
significant lower number of nerve fibers per area in OSA
patients. This finding was homogenous in each group and
independent of age. Even though they used dead bodies as
controls, one would not expect a higher but a lower density
of nerve fibers in the control group.

The Italian authors strongly support the hypothesis of an
initially lower number of nerve fibers in OSA patients
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leading to palatal ptosis as the starting point of OSA
development. This raises a few questions: Could we
perhaps detect so far asymptomatic OSA patients early in
life with a simple biopsy at the base of the uvula? They
could be entered in regular follow-up schemes in order to
grasp the time point when the disease becomes relevant?
Is it on the other hand completely impossible to prevent
the development of OSA by treating snorers? Would
OSA patients with less nerve fibers benefit less from
non-CPAP therapies? The proposed concept of OSA
development would indeed change the diagnostic work-up
and treatment plan.

However, we are not at this point of understanding the
etiology of OSA yet. We do not know whether children
developing OSA in child or adulthood show the same low
number of nerve fibers in their uvulas as the authors found
in adults. We do not know whether nonsnoring young
adults with a lower number of nerve fibers are more likely
to develop OSA later in life as compared to those with the
normal set of nerve fibers. Although such studies are
extremely difficult to design, the whole sleep medicine
community eagerly waits for the missing piece to finish the
puzzle of OSA etiology. De Bellis, Pagni, and coworkers
might find it.
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